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Abstract

Recently, visually-situated text parsing (VsTP) has expe-
rienced notable advancements, driven by the increasing de-
mand for automated document understanding and the emer-
gence of Generative Large Language Models (LLMs) capa-
ble of processing document-based questions. Various meth-
ods have been proposed to address the challenging problem
of VsTP. However, due to the diversified targets and heteroge-
neous schemas, previous works usually design task-specific
architectures and objectives for individual tasks, which in-
advertently leads to modal isolation and complex workflow.
In this paper, we propose a unified paradigm for parsing
visually-situated text across diverse scenarios. Specifically,
we devise a universal model, called OmniParser, which can
simultaneously handle three typical visually-situated text
parsing tasks: text spotting, key information extraction, and
table recognition. In OmniParser, all tasks share the unified
encoder-decoder architecture, the unified objective: point-
conditioned text generation, and the unified input&output
representation: prompt & structured sequences. Exten-
sive experiments demonstrate that the proposed OmniParser
achieves state-of-the-art (SOTA) or highly competitive per-
formances on 7 datasets for the three visually-situated text
parsing tasks, despite its unified, concise design. The code
is available at AdvancedLiterateMachinery.

1. Introduction
Visually-situated text parsing (VsTP) is designed to extract
structured information from document images. It involves
the spotting and parsing of textual and visual elements within
the text-rich image, such as text, tables, graphics, and other
visual entities, partly shown in Fig. 1. With the rapid growth
in the volume of text-related data and the enormous advance
in Large Language Models [58, 59] and Multi-modal Large
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[
{
“content” : “Name”,
“poly” : [x11, y11 , … ]
}
…
]

{
“name”: “Jane Smith”,
“receipt”: “002”,
…

}

<tr>
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…
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Figure 1. A task-agnostic architecture for visually-situated text
parsing. The proposed OMNIPARSER takes an image and a task-
specific indicator as input and generates structured text sequences
tailored to the specified task, including text spotting, key informa-
tion extraction, and table recognition.

Language Models [60], there has been recently a surge of
research on the topic of VsTP [7, 37, 39, 89]. These methods
can be further categorized into generalist models [7, 37] and
specialist models [49, 76, 89].

Both generalist models and specialist models have limita-
tions in handling multiple multimodal tasks that are closely
interconnected in the domain of VsTP. Generalist models
excel in their versatility and universality across domains, but
fall short in achieving high precision and interpretability. The
performances will be restricted if an external OCR engine is
not available [7]. Moreover, the prediction processes of such
models are usually non-transparent, due to their black-box
nature. Regarding specialist models, they frequently achieve
higher performance in their respective sub-tasks [49, 89].
However, when confronted with the requirement of multi-
tasking, the pipeline will be usually more complex. Further-
more, discrete specialist models inadvertently lead to modal
isolation and limit in-depth understanding.

In recent years, there has been a trend towards unified
models capable of performing multiple visually-situated text
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parsing tasks, as illustrated in Tab. 1. While these models
have shown effectiveness, handling diverse text structures
and various relations in VsTP remains challenging. Accord-
ingly, tasks in visual document parsing can be categorized
into: 1) Sequential text detection and recognition, 2) Table
structure and content recognition, and 3) Visual entity ex-
traction and localization. Addressing these diversities while
maintaining superior performance in a unified framework
poses several challenges. First, incorporating task-specific
heads [89], adapters [40, 46], and formulations [30, 49]
can hinder achieving generality. Second, handling cross-
dependencies between tasks is crucial, for instance, table
recognition encompasses text spotting. Third, the unified
representation of tasks should consider both primary ele-
ments (words, points, lines, cells) and various types of rela-
tions (the adjacency between characters, the linking between
keys and values, and the alignment of table cells.).

Along with this line of works, we propose a unified
paradigm for visually-situated text parsing in this paper
(named OmniParser). By adopting a single architecture,
standardizing modeling objective as well as output represen-
tation, OMNIPARSER seamlessly handles text spotting, key
information extraction (KIE), and table recognition (TR) in a
unified framework, as shown in Fig. 1. To boost performance
and increase transparency, we adopt a two-stage generation
strategy. In the first stage, a structured sequence consisting
of center points of text segments and task-related structural
tokens is generated, given the embeddings of the input image
and task prompt. In the second stage, polygonal contour and
recognition results are predicted for each center point.

The philosophy behind the two-stage design is straightfor-
ward. The first stage produces center point sequences which
can represent word-level/line-level text instances with com-
plex structures encoded in various markup languages, e.g.,
JSON or HTML. The second stage can uniformly generate
polygonal contours and recognition results across different
tasks. An obvious advantage of our two-stage strategy is that
the explicit decoupling could greatly reduce the difficulty
of learning structured sequences, since the sequence lengths
are significantly reduced. As such, higher performance and
better generalization ability could be achieved.

To summarize, our major contributions are as follows:
• We propose OMNIPARSER, a unified framework for

visually-situated text parsing. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first work that can simultaneously handle
text spotting, key information extraction, and table recog-
nition with a single, unified model.

• We introduce a two-stage decoder that leverages structured
points sequences as an adapter, which not only enhances
the parsing capability for structural information, but also
provides better interpretability.

• We devise two pre-training strategies, namely spatial-
aware prompting and content-aware prompting, which

Methods Visually-situated Text Parsing

Text Spotting KIE Table Recognition

Donut [30] × E2E, w/o Loc. ×
BROS [21] × OCR-dependent TSR
DocReL [39] × OCR-dependent TSR
UniDoc [14] ✓ E2E, w/o Loc. ×
SeRum [4] ✓ E2E, w/o Loc. ×
OMNIPARSER ✓ E2E E2E (TSR + TCR)

Table 1. Comparing the parsing capabilities achieved by differ-
ent unified paradigms. ‘TSR’ and ‘TCR’ denote Table Structure
Recognition and Table Content Recognition respectively. To the
best of our knowledge, OMNIPARSER is the first paradigm that
accomplishes end-to-end visually-situated text parsing for text spot-
ting, key information extraction, and table recognition.

enable a powerful Structured Points Decoder for learning
complex structures and relations in VsTP.

• Experiments on standard benchmarks demonstrate that
the proposed OMNIPARSER outperforms the existing uni-
fied models on the three tasks. Meanwhile, it compares
favorably with models with task-specific customization.

2. Related Work

Scene Text Spotting. Text spotting aims to simultaneously
detect and recognize all the texts in an image. Early end-
to-end spotting methods [15, 20, 36, 44, 72], connected
detection and recognition through customized ROI oper-
ations, which were not well-suited for curved text. Some
segmentation-based methods [40, 54, 65, 66] can handle
arbitrary-shaped text, but the post-processing and smoothing
operations of the segmentation map are not trivial. Recently,
transformer-based methods have achieved greater progress
with their simple and efficient structures. TESTR [94] uti-
lizes two similar decoders to obtain detection and recog-
nition results separately, while DeepSolo [89] models text
semantics and positions explicitly through learnable point
queries. However, query-based spotting methods are often
limited by the maximum number of detectable texts. Some
autoregressive spotting methods can better deal with a large
number of texts, such as UNITS [29], which outputs text
sequences using start point prompts until the end. The SPTS
series [47, 62] represent texts with corresponding center
points but lack the ability to localize text precisely.
Key Information Extraction. Existing KIE approaches can
be roughly separated into two categories: OCR-dependent
models and OCR-free models. Early research efforts focus
on building layout-aware or graph-based representation for
KIE via sequence labeling with OCR inputs [1, 9, 17, 18, 23,
34, 35, 38, 41, 52, 63, 68, 84–86, 90, 98]. However, most
of these methods rely on text with proper reading order or
extra modules [80, 92] for OCR serialization, which is not
practical in real-world scenarios. To address the serialization
issue, other methods [21, 26, 52, 81, 85, 87, 91, 92] leverage
extra detection modules or linking modules for modeling



complex relations of text blocks or tokens. Although these
methods employ extra links or modules to solve the reading
order issue, the complicated decoding or post-processing
strategy limits their generalization ability. Beyond that,
generation-based methods [3, 5, 74] are proposed to alle-
viate the burden of post-processing and task-specific link
designs. Another category of OCR-free methods employ
OCR-aware pre-training or extends with OCR modules in
an end-to-end fashion. Donut and other Seq2Seq-like meth-
ods [4, 10, 12, 30] adopt a text reading pre-training objective
and generate structured outputs consisting of text and entity
tokens. By explicitly equipping text reading modules, pre-
vious work [33, 73, 76, 91, 93] can achieve end-to-end key
information extraction with task-specific design.

Table Recognition. Recent advances in vision-based ap-
proaches have improved table extraction from documents,
traditionally divided into table detection, table structure
recognition (TSR), and table content recognition (TCR).
While table detection [71, 96] is beyond our scope, TSR, re-
cently adopting an encoder-decoder fashion [56, 88], focuses
on identifying table structures. TCR involves recognizing
text within table cells using established OCR models. Our
paper focuses on table recognition (TR), integrating TSR and
TCR. TR methods fall into non-end-to-end [19, 24, 43, 55]
and end-to-end [53, 97] categories. Non-end-to-end meth-
ods recover table structure with a specific model and employ
offline OCR models for complete HTML sequences. Note
that end-to-end table recognition tasks remain less explored
due to their complexity and challenging nature.

Unified Frameworks. We are witnessing a clear trend in
building unified frameworks for text-rich image parsing tasks.
Prior arts such as DocReL [39] and BROS [21] model rela-
tions between table cells or entities through binary classifi-
cation or a relational matrix, which also requires an off-the-
shelf OCR engine. StrucTexTv2 [91] proposes a multi-modal
learning framework aiming at document image understand-
ing tasks by constructing self-supervised tasks. However, it
relies on several task-specific lightweight designs for down-
stream tasks, such as Cascade R-CNN for table cell detection.
Another example, HierText [50] pursues unifying scene text
detection and layout analysis through an affinity matrix for
modeling grouping relations. Additionally, SeRum [4] con-
verts the end-to-end KIE task into a local decoding process
and then shows its effectiveness on text spotting task.

In this work, we propose OMNIPARSER that is capable of
executing a variety of visually-situated parsing tasks in an
end-to-end manner. These tasks encompass text spotting, key
information extraction, and table recognition, all of which
are consolidated within a unified framework. OMNIPARSER
is able to represent the heterogeneous structures of text in
natural scenes or document images by decoupling struc-
tured points with text regions and contents. This bifurcated
approach caters to the intrinsic characteristics of text-rich

images where the text instances can be parsed concurrently,
thereby facilitating an enhancement in universality.

3. Methodology
3.1. Task Unification

As shown in Fig. 2, we propose a new unified interface that
represents structured sequences with three sub-sequences
across diverse tasks. Points are employed as bridges to effec-
tively link structural tags with region and content sequences.

Structured Points Sequence Construction comprises cen-
ter points tokens as well as a variety of structural tokens
designed for different tasks. The x and y coordinates of
each point are first normalized to the width and height of
the image, respectively. Subsequently, they are quantized
into discrete tokens within the range of [0, nbins − 1]. More-
over, structural tokens are introduced to represent the entire
sequence, such as <address> in KIE task and <tr> in
table recognition task. Note that text spotting can be seen as
a special case that no structural token is incorporated.

Polygon & Content Sequence Construction is consistent
across all tasks. We adopt 16-point polygonal formats to
represent the polygonal contour for each text instance. Each
point in the polygon sequence is tokenized following the
same procedure as the center point tokenization. Besides,
the transcription of text instances is converted into discrete
tokens through char-level tokenization.

3.2. Unified Architecture

In light of our overarching goal to enhance the general-
purpose paradigm for parsing text-rich images, we utilize a
straightforward framework to assess the effectiveness of our
proposed representation. To this end, we propose an encoder-
decoder architecture that effectively addresses a wide range
of visual text parsing tasks, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Image Encoder. We adopt the Swin-B [48] pre-trained on
ImageNet 22k dataset as the fundamental visual feature ex-
tractor. Specifically, given an image I ∈ RH×W×3, we first
use the image encoder to extract block-wise visual features
which have strides of 4, 8, 16, 32 with respect to the in-
put image. Afterward, we employ FPN [42] for feature
fusion in order to better capture text features at various
scales, following [70]. Formally, a set of visual embed-
dings

{
vi | vi ∈ Rd, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

}
is generated, where n is

feature map size after FPN and d is the dimension of the
latent embeddings of the decoders.

Decoders. Structured Points Decoder, Region Decoder, and
Content Decoder are used for structure points sequence gen-
eration, detection, and recognition, respectively. These three
decoders share identical network architectures but have inde-
pendent parameters. Each decoder includes four transformer
decoder layers with eight heads and pre-attention layer nor-
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the proposed OmniParser framework. Structured Points Decoder homogenizes three tasks through
a unified structural points representation without designing task-specific branches. Furthermore, benefiting from decoupling points with
content recognition and region prediction, the Region Decoder and Content Decoder can generate polygonal contour and text content in
parallel given the text points.

malization [83]. The hidden dimension of each decoder
layer and amplification factor for the MLP layer are set to
512 and 4 respectively. Due to varying maximum decoding
lengths for the three decoders, we assign uniquely randomly
initialized positional encodings to each decoder, aiming to
better model the dependencies within the sequences.

Objective. During pre-training and fine-tuning, the model
is trained by minimizing negative log-likelihood given the
input sequence s and visual embeddings v at jth time step,

L = −
N∑

j=k

wj logP (̃sj | v, sk:j−1) , (1)

where s̃ denote the target sequence and N is the length of
the sequence. Additionally, wj is the weight value for the
jth token. We empirically set w to 4.0 for structural or entity
tags and 1.0 for other tokens. First k prompt tokens are
excluded from the loss calculation.

3.3. Pre-training Methods

In our framework, generating structural points sequence is
more challenging as it requires Structured Points Decoder
to understand the text structure and reason entity semantics
with image-based input only. Therefore, we adopt spatial-
aware and content-aware pre-training strategies: spatial-
window prompting and prefix-window prompting, to en-
hance richer spatial and semantic representation learning.

Spatial-Window Prompting guides the Structured Points
Decoder to read text inside a specified window. As shown

Spatial-Window Prompting

46, 32, 140, 165

“B”, “H”

(start, end)

𝑥!"#$ , 𝑦$%& , 𝑥'()*$ , 𝑦+%$$%,( )

Prefix-Window Prompting

(Content-aware)

(Spatial-aware)

Output: 109, 138, 118, 170
… ?@ABCDEFGHIJK …

Figure 3. Spatial-Window Prompting utilizes a 2-point prompt
denoted as (xleft, ytop, xright, ybottom), which specifies the loca-
tion of the prompting spatial window. Prefix-Window Prompting
employs a 2-character prompt which indicates the starting and
ending characters of the prefix-window with the entire dictionary.
The selected prefix range is highlighted in black, while others are
shaded in gray. The outputs comprise the center points of two
words: “Harwich” and “Clacton”, as the prefixes ‘H’ and ‘C’ fall
within the predefined prefix range.

in Fig. 3, only the text center point located in the specified
window is considered during training. The spatial-window
prompting mechanism consists of two patterns: fixed pattern
and random pattern. In the fixed pattern, the window is uni-
formly sampled from a list of pre-defined layouts, such as
3×3 or 2×2 grids. In the random pattern, the window is ran-
domly sampled from an image, ensuring it covers at least 1/9
of the image. More details are provided in the supplemen-
tary material. Similar to Starting-Point Prompting [29], this
spatial-aware prompting strategy allows detecting numerous
text from images, even with a limited decoder length.



Prefix-Window Prompting guides the Structured Points
Decoder to output center points of text with a specified sin-
gle char prefix. This strategy aims to instruct the model in
locating text instances whose single-character prefix falls
within the designated prefix-window charset, while disre-
garding instances with prefixes outside this charset. The
prefix-window charset is sampled from an ordered list of
character dictionaries, including 26 uppercase letters, 26
non-capital lowercase, 10 digits, and 34 ASCII punctua-
tion marks, defined by the starting and ending characters.
With the aid of prefix-window prompting, the Structured
Points Decoder can encode character-level semantics and
thus achieve better performance for predicting complex text
structures from various tasks such as KIE.

4. Experiments

In this section, we conduct both qualitative and quantitative
experiments on standard benchmarks, to verify the effective-
ness and advantages of the proposed OMNIPARSER.

4.1. Implementation Details

Pre-training. OMNIPARSER is first trained on a hybrid
dataset containing Curved SynthText [46], ICDAR 2013 [27],
ICDAR 2015 [28], MLT 2017 [57], Total-Text [8], Tex-
tOCR [69], HierText [50], COCO Text [16], and Open Image
V5 [32]. To accelerate convergence, we adopt a two-stage
pre-training strategy following Pix2seq [6]. In the first stage,
the model is trained with a batch size of 128 and image
resolution of 768 × 768 for 500k steps. Subsequently, we
continue training for an additional 200k steps with a batch
size of 16 and image resolution of 1920× 1920. Both stages
utilize the AdamW [51] optimizer, with initial learning rates
of 5×10−4 and 2.5×10−4, respectively. Warm-up schedule
is used for the first 5k steps, after which the learning rate is
linearly decayed to 0. For data augmentation, we employ
instance-aware random cropping, random rotation between
−90◦ and 90◦, random resizing, and color jittering. During
pre-training, the center points of text instances are arranged
in a raster scan order.

Fine-Tuning. For text spotting and KIE tasks, the model is
fine-tuned on the corresponding dataset for 20k and 200k
steps respectively, with a learning rate set to 1× 10−4. For
table recognition, the default maximum sequence lengths for
Structured Points Decoder and Content Decoder are set to
1,500 and 200, respectively. The Structured Points Decoder
is trained for 400k steps and the Content Decoder is trained
for 200k steps with the learning rate set to 1× 10−4. For all
tasks, the cosine learning rate scheduler is utilized. Besides,
the spatial-window prompting and prefix-window prompting
are modified as [0, 0, nbins − 1, nbins − 1] and [charfirst,
charlast] (‘!’ and ‘~’ in the dictionary) respectively, to
cover full spatial and prefix range.

4.1.1 Text Spotting

Datasets. We conduct experiments on three popular scene
text datasets, Total-Text, ICDAR 2015, and CTW1500 [45].
Total-Text is mainly for arbitrary-shaped text detection and
spotting evaluation, consisting of 1255 training images and
300 testing images with word-level polygon annotations.
The ICDAR 2015 dataset contains 1000 training images and
500 testing images, annotated with quadrilateral bounding
boxes. CTW1500 is another benchmark for curved text
detection and recognition, which is annotated at text-line
level, including 1000 training images and 500 testing images.
Evaluation Metrics. For Total-Text and CTW1500, we re-
port the end-to-end recognition results over two lexicons:
“None” and “Full”. “None” means that no lexicons are pro-
vided, and “Full” lexicon provides all words in the test set.
For ICDAR 2015, we report results over three lexicons:
“Strong”, “Weak” and “Generic”. Strong lexicon provides
100 words that may appear in each image. Weak lexicon
provides words in the whole test set, and generic lexicon
provides a 90k vocabulary.

4.1.2 Key Information Extraction

Datasets. We evaluate our model’s performance on two com-
monly used benchmark datasets for KIE task: CORD [61]
and SROIE [25]. CORD [61] consists of 30 labels across
4 categories. It has 1,000 receipt samples. The train, val-
idation, and test splits contain 800, 100, and 100 samples
respectively. The SROIE dataset [25] comprises a training
set with 626 receipts and a test set with 347 receipts. Each re-
ceipt in the dataset contains four predefined entities, namely:
“company”, “date”, “address”, and “total”. Annotations in
the dataset provide segment-level bounding boxes for the
text regions and their corresponding transcriptions.
Evaluation Metrics. Following [30], two evaluation metrics
are used to evaluate the performance: field-level F1 mea-
sure and tree-edit-distance-based accuracy. The field-level
F1 score checks whether each extracted field corresponds
exactly to its value in the ground truth.

4.1.3 Table Recognition

Datasets. Given our model’s dual prediction of table logical
structures (with cell bounding box central points) and cell
content, datasets lacking annotations for both cell content
and corresponding bounding boxes, as well as those using
metrics incompatible with our approach, are excluded from
evaluation. For model assessment, PubTabNet (PTN) [97]
and FinTabNet (FTN) [95] are selected. PubTabNet has
500,777 training images and 9,115 validation images, fea-
turing diverse structures from scientific documents. Our
model is evaluated on the validation set due to the lack of



Methods
Total-Text CTW1500 ICDAR 2015

Detection E2E Detection E2E Detection E2E

P R F None Full P R F None Full P R F S W G

TextDragon [15] 85.6 75.7 80.3 48.8 74.8 82.8 84.5 83.6 39.7 72.4 92.5 83.8 87.9 82.5 78.3 65.2
CharNet [82] 88.6 81.0 84.6 63.6 - - - - - - 91.2 88.3 89.7 80.1 74.5 62.2
TextPerceptron [64] 88.8 81.8 85.2 69.7 78.3 - - - 57.0 - 92.3 82.5 87.1 80.5 76.6 65.1
CRAFTS [2] 89.5 85.4 87.4 78.7 - - - - - - 89.0 85.3 87.1 83.1 82.1 74.9
Boundary [75] 88.9 85.0 87.0 65.0 76.1 - - - - - 89.8 87.5 88.6 79.7 75.2 64.1
Mask TextSpotter v3 [40] - - - 71.2 78.4 - - - - - - - - 83.3 78.1 74.2
PGNet [77] 85.5 86.8 86.1 63.1 - - - - - - 91.8 84.8 88.2 83.3 78.3 63.5
MANGO [65] - - - 72.9 83.6 - - - 58.9 78.7 - - - 85.4 80.1 73.9
PAN++ [78] - - - 68.6 78.6 87.1 81.0 84.0 - - - - - 82.7 78.2 69.2
ABCNet v2 [46] 90.2 84.1 87.0 70.4 78.1 83.8 85.6 84.7 57.5 77.2 90.4 86.0 88.1 82.7 78.5 73.0
TPSNet [79] 90.2 86.8 88.5 76.1 82.3 - - - 59.7 79.2 - - - - - -
ABINet++ [13] - - - 77.6 84.5 - - - 60.2 80.3 - - - 84.1 80.4 75.4
GLASS [67] 90.8 85.5 88.1 79.9 86.2 - - - - - 86.9 84.5 85.7 84.7 80.1 76.3
TESTR [94] 93.4 81.4 86.9 73.3 83.9 92.0 82.6 87.1 56.0 81.5 90.3 89.7 90.0 85.2 79.4 73.6
SwinTextSpotter [22] - - 88.0 74.3 84.1 - - 88.0 51.8 77.0 - - - 83.9 77.3 70.5
SPTS [62] - - - 74.2 82.4 - - - 63.6 83.8 - - - 77.5 70.2 65.8
TTS [31] - - - 78.2 86.3 - - - - - - - - 85.2 81.7 77.4
UNITS [29] - - 89.8 82.2 88.0 - - 88.6 66.4 82.3 91.0 94.0 92.5 89.0 84.1 80.3
DeepSolo [89] 93.2 84.6 88.7 82.5 88.7 - - - 56.7 - 92.5 87.2 89.8 88.0 83.5 79.1
DeepSolo∗ [89] 92.8 82.4 87.4 81.2 87.8 91.5 84.8 88.0 64.9 81.2 92.4 88.8 90.6 88.9 84.4 79.5

OMNIPARSER (ours) 88.4 88.6 88.5 84.0 88.9 87.9 87.6 87.8 66.8 85.1 90.3 91.0 90.7 89.6 84.5 79.9

Table 2. Comparisons on text spotting task. ‘S’, ‘W’, and ‘G’ refer to the spotting performance obtained by utilizing strong, weak, and
generic lexicons, respectively. The end-to-end metrics are highlighted as they are the primary metrics for text spotting. Bold and underline
denote the first and second performances, respectively. ∗ indicates the use of open-source code on our dataset configuration.

public annotations for the test set. FinTabNet comprises
112k single-page PDFs with 92,000 cropped training images
and 10,656 testing images.

Evaluation Metrics. For evaluation, we utilized Tree-Edit-
Distance-based Similarity (TEDS) [97]. TEDS comprehen-
sively evaluates table similarity, considering both structural
and cell content aspects in HTML format. The metric rep-
resents the HTML table as a tree, and the TEDS score is
computed through the tree-edit distance between the ground
truth and predicted trees. In addition to overall results, we
also provide S-TEDS results, focusing exclusively on the
structural aspects and ignoring cell content.

4.2. Comparisons with State-of-The-Art

Text Spotting. In Tab. 2, we compare OMNIPARSER with
previous text spotting approaches. On arbitrarily shaped text
datasets, Total-Text [8] and CTW1500 [45], our method es-
tablishes new state-of-the-art under two end-to-end metrics.
In particular, our method surpasses previous SOTA by +1.5%
and +3.2% on Total-Text and CTW1500 respectively without
lexicon, outperforming all the other competitors. It should
be noted that our approach achieves comparable detection
results, meanwhile outperforming previous work by a sig-
nificant margin under the end-to-end metrics. We attribute
this superior performance to the decoupling of the detection
and recognition processes. On ICDAR 2015 dataset, our
method surpasses other approaches, with the exception of

Methods Localization
Ability

CORD SROIE

F1 Acc F1 Acc

TRIE [93] Yes - - 82.1 -
Donut [30] No 84.1 90.9 83.2 92.8
Dessurt [10] No 82.5 - 84.9 -
DocParser [12] No 84.5 - 87.3 -
SeRum [4] No 80.5 85.8 85.6 92.8

OMNIPARSER (ours) Yes 84.8 88.0 85.6† 93.6†

Table 3. Comparisons of end-to-end methods on key informa-
tion extraction. ‘F1’ denotes the field-level F1 score and ‘Acc’
denotes the tree-edit-distance-based accuracy. † Since the SROIE
dataset does not provide the necessary point location for each entity
word, we generate these locations for evaluation purposes.

the UNITS on generic setting. We presume that joint learn-
ing heterogeneous region representations such as bounding
boxes, quadrilaterals, and polygons can boost detection per-
formance for tiny and distorted text on the ICDAR 2015,
therefore facilitating end-to-end spotting. However, to en-
sure a more cohesive and standardized region representation,
we adopt a 16-point polygonal representation across various
visually-situated text parsing tasks.

Key Information Extraction. Tab. 3 reports the perfor-
mance of KIE task compared to state-of-the-art end-to-end
methods on CORD and SROIE datasets. We have exclusively
reported SeRumtotal [4] since all generation-based methods
utilize a schema that encompasses the entire token sequence
of all key information, making it directly comparable. Our



PubTabNet (PTN)

Methods Input Size Decoder Len. S-TEDS TEDS

WYGIWYS [11] 512 - - 78.6
Donut* [30] 1,280 4,000 25.28 22.7
EDD [97] 512 1,800 89.9 88.3

OMNIPARSER (ours) 1,024 1,500 90.45 88.83
FinTabNet (FTN)

Methods Input Size Decoder Len. S-TEDS TEDS

Donut* [30] 1,280 4,000 30.66 29.1
EDD [97] 512 1,800 90.6 -

OMNIPARSER (ours) 1,024 1,500 91.55 89.75

Table 4. Comparisons of end-to-end table recognition methods
on PubTabNet and FinTabNet datasets. * represents our repro-
duced results, where the model was finetuned on PubTabNet and
FinTabNet, respectively.

model achieves an 84.8% field-level F1 score on CORD,
outperforming previous generation-based approaches. In ad-
dition, our method achieves the best TED-based accuracy on
SROIE, indicating its superior character-level prediction per-
formance. Notably, the proposed paradigm ensures accurate
localization, which is essential for detailed document anal-
ysis and correction, a deficiency of other generation-based
approaches. Moreover, in contrast to prior studies that uti-
lized a massive corpus of document data for pre-training, our
model is pre-trained on scene text data only. This highlights
the exceptional generalizability of our unified model.
Table Recognition. In Tab. 4, we compare OMNIPARSER’s
performance with end-to-end table recognition models.
Specifically, we fine-tuned the OCR-free model Donut [30]
for table recognition with the official default training con-
figuration. Experimental results show that OMNIPARSER
consistently outperforms previous end-to-end methods in
TEDS and S-TEDS on various datasets. It’s notewor-
thy that non-end-to-end table structure recognition mod-
els [19, 24, 43, 55, 56, 88] use bounding boxes of cell con-
tents for model training and employ offline OCR models for
constructing final complete HTML sequences. In contrast,
OMNIPARSER utilizes points, achieving comparable results
in an end-to-end manner, simplifying post-processing and
requiring fewer annotations compared to box-based methods.

5. Analysis
In this section, we begin by conducting ablation experiments
on crucial designs in OMNIPARSER. We evaluate these ab-
lations using the Total-Text and ICDAR 2015 text spotting
tasks. Furthermore, we provide visualizations on down-
stream tasks to illustrate the effectiveness of OMNIPARSER.
Ablating Pre-training Strategies. To investigate the effects
of spatial-window prompting and prefix-window prompting
techniques, we conduct ablative experiments and present
the findings in Tab. 5. The inclusion of spatial-window
prompting yields a significant enhancement in the perfor-

Window-Prompting Total-Text ICDAR 2015

Spatial- Prefix- None Full S W G

82.4 87.6 88.1 83.0 78.3
✓ 82.9 88.1 88.4 83.2 78.5

✓ 83.5 88.5 89.2 84.2 79.4
✓ ✓ 84.0 88.9 89.6 84.5 79.9

Table 5. Ablation of pre-training strategies on text spotting.

mance of our model. This improvement can be attributed
to the heightened perception of spatial coordinate positions,
thereby enabling more accurate predictions of structured
point sequences. Similarly, the incorporation of prefix-
window prompting also results in a noticeable improvement
in performance, as it enhances the model’s ability to per-
ceive diverse textual content within images. The spatial-
window prompting and prefix-window prompting enhance
the model’s perception ability in coordinate space and se-
mantic space respectively. Notably, when both prompting
techniques are employed simultaneously, the model achieved
state-of-the-art performance on both datasets.

Visual
Backbone Decoder Total-Text ICDAR 2015

None Full S W G

ResNet50 Not Shared 82.1 87.1 88.2 83.0 78.4
Swin-B Shared 82.5 87.3 88.5 83.2 78.7
Swin-B Not Shared 84.0 88.9 89.6 84.5 79.9

Table 6. Ablation of encoder and decoder designs on the text
spotting task.

Ablating Architectural Designs. We conduct a comparative
analysis of various architectural designs for both the visual
encoder and decoders, as presented in Tab. 6. As our model
comprises three decoders that share the same architecture,
we aim to investigate whether weight sharing among these
decoders can enhance the overall performance. However,
our observations reveal that when employing a shared de-
coder, the performance on text spotting tasks diminishes,
suggesting a potential discrepancy among the subtasks of
decoding center points, polygons, and content. Additionally,
we compare the backbones of ResNet50 and Swin-B. Re-
markably, Swin-B outperforms ResNet50, demonstrating its
superiority in visually-situated text parsing tasks.

PubTabNet (PTN)

Methods S-Decoder Len. C-Decoder Len. S-TEDS TEDS

OMNIPARSER
1,124 200 89.94 88.21
1,500 200 90.45 88.83
2,000 300 90.45 88.96

Table 7. Ablation of decoder length for the table recognition
task on PubTabNet datasets. S-Decoder Len. and C-Decoder
Len.: short for the length of Structured Points Decoder and Content
Decoder, respectively.



Figure 4. Qualitative results of text spotting (column 1-2), KIE (column 3), and table recognition (column 4). For KIE, points, polygons,
and recognition are visualized. The color assigned to polygons indicates the entity type. For table recognition, we present point locations
and a rendered table based on the prediction sequence, with an additional border for readability. Blue points and red points denote the GT
and predicted points respectively. More details can be found in the supplementary material. (The figure is best viewed in color.)

Ablating Decoder Length. In Tab. 7, we perform an abla-
tion study on decoder lengths for end-to-end table recogni-
tion. Due to GPU constraints, Donut’s max length is set to
4,000 (shown in Tab. 4), while our model at 1,500 achieves
better results. Note that the average inference speed of our
method and Donut are 1.3 and 0.8 FPS, respectively. Train-
ing end-to-end models like Donut with complete HTML
sequences poses challenges for lengthy sequences, such as
those encountered in table recognition, where there is a high
probability of error accumulation and attention drift. Our
modularized architecture separates pure table HTML tags
and cell text sequences, enabling end-to-end recognition
without length restrictions. Besides, increasing the length
of Structured Points Decoder from 1,500 to 2,000 shows no
improvement in S-TEDS, with slight TEDS enhancement
when the text length increases from 200 to 300. In practice,
decoder length choice requires a trade-off between perfor-
mance and efficiency.

Qualitative Results. We show qualitative results for three
tasks in Fig. 4: 1) For text spotting, our model can accurately
detect and recognize curve texts, vertical texts, and artistic
texts under challenging scenarios. Despite some imprecise
detections, the recognition results are entirely accurate. 2) In
table recognition results, hard cases of spanning cells, bor-
derless tables, and cells with multi-line content are presented.
These examples show that our method can correctly localize
cell centers through the structured points sequence. 3) KIE
results demonstrate the efficacy of our approach in effec-
tively localizing, recognizing texts and, more importantly,
extracting entity information.
Limitations. Despite achieving promising results on

visually-situated text tasks, the proposed OMNIPARSER has
a few limitations. Firstly, it relies on having precise word
point locations during training, which may not be always
available in certain real-world scenarios. Secondly, it does
not account for parsing non-text elements such as figures or
charts, limiting its potential in solving complex document
parsing tasks. Addressing such limitations and improving
the robustness as well as the applicability of our model in
real-world settings will be the focus of our future research.

6. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we have proposed a general-purpose parsing
framework OMNIPARSER, which brings together the tasks
of text spotting, key information extraction, and table recog-
nition in a visually-situated text parsing context. This is
realized through a two-stage decoding procedure, leveraging
structured points as an adapter. To enhance the effectiveness
of pre-training across all tasks, we also introduce two pre-
training strategies to enable the Structured Points Decoder
to learn complex structures and relations among visually-
situated texts, further improving the overall performance.

The proposed OMNIPARSER achieves state-of-the-art or
highly competitive performance on standard benchmarks,
even compared with specialist models that rely on task-
specific designs. As a general-purpose parser, OMNIPARSER
has been proven quite effective on various visually-situated
text tasks, so we will extend it to more tasks and scenarios,
e.g., layout analysis and chart parsing.
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